What has happened?
Screenies Competition

What is happening?
Fun times in the pool

A few weeks ago some
of our years 4 to 6
students took part in a
movie review
competition called
Screenies. After
reviewing Belle &
Sebastien, in French,
for practise, each had
a go critiquing the
movie of their choice,
in English this time.
Their fantastic work
earned the school the
first prize, a Panasonic
digital camera!

After admiring beautiful art pieces produced
recently by the Senior students and frequent
‘Oh, c’est joli!’, Le Nid decided they wanted to
try the same and stood up to the challenge. First
they decided on a choice of healthy food they
wanted to draw in the centre of their art. Then
they divided the space by tracing the lines in the
spirit of the amazing Romero Britto’s pop art and
discussed the use of colour and technique to
avoid colour blending. After a few sessions and a
lot of thinking and decisionmaking, the artwork
was ready for the final touch using the felt pens
and markers and applying the best precision
skills. Everyone is very proud of the final results!
(**see the next page)

Our Inquiry
Our seniors have investigated healthy foods.
They looked at the nutritional information of
different items and tried to make sense of it:
What is potassium? Sodium? What are fibres?
Carbohydrates? Why are they good for us?
How often should we have them?

Our next step is to investigate junk food and the
marketing strategies behind these.

School Assembly Principal's Award

Events To Look Forward To
Week 1 onwards:
After school sport workshop in French with
Damien every Monday 35pm Y36. Contact:
d_dagoneau@hotmail.com
Week 510:
Swimming for L’Envol

Last week’s assembly saw Saoirse awarded for
her hard work in all areas and her kindness to
others, and Louise for her impressive thinking
skills, hard work and excellent participation in
maths.

Week 10:
Tuesday 3rd July: Community Matariki
Celebration 7:00 to 8:30 am
Friday 6th July  End of Term 2
**Bethany’s, Ella’s, Harmony’s
and Mathilda’s artwork

A l’Envol, le coin
lecture est toujours.
Focussed learners.

